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Invariably, distance lends perspective. Close-up, we become captured by detail. But find a way to
rise above the day-to-day issue s and the big picture starts to come into focus.
And so, thirty thousand feet above the Canadian Prairie — heading back to Vancouver to begin a
three week tour of BC agriculture— I began to provide my seat mate, Alcides Labrada, Head of the
Cuban Delegation, with some perspective on the state of Canadian agriculture.
From that lofty perch, the carefully manicured fields, well kept farms and dead-straight roads of the
Canadian Prairie become a heritage quilt: exquisite evidence of ground broken and dreams planted
in the fertile prairie soil by men and women shaping the history of this nation.
The beauty and apparent tranquillity of the landscape below provided a poignant backdrop to our
conversation as I began to explain Canada's farm crisis: a story written in grief across the faces of
third generation farmers watching livestock and land fall to the beat of an auctioneer's gavel. "The
worst time since the dirty 30's" I explain. Except worse: because this time farmers are strangled by
debt. Debt served up cold tongue by a governments that have — in less than a decade — wiped
the table clear of a century of carefully crafted farm support policies; measures now considered "out
of fashion" (read countervailable) in the acronym-driven world of the GATT, WTO, FTA and NAFTA.
Acronym, schmakronym... It's really about the desire of capital (not an "evil" imperative, think of it as
a sort of economic phototropism) to extract the maximum profit from each exchange. In the case of
farming, this means leaving as few dollars sticking to the hands of the farmers as possible; ideally a
scant dollar more than would cause the farmer to walk away.
The only way capital can get away with that sort of high handedness is by reducing competition.
In Adam Smith's world, competition kept the game fair because if the price got too rich, you could
always count on the guy down the block to give you a better deal. Nobody got too fat but those who
worked hard got happy. At least they paid their mortgages and stayed out of debt.
But shareholders like fat, and companies who want to grow beyond a medium size regional player
soon learn that dancing to the tune of shareholders is what causes capital to flow. Capital becomes
the great mother quest - the economic boobie in the sky that feeds and nourishes the corporate
expansionist. One can hardly blame the dears for trying their best in their race to the bottom line.
Expecting otherwise is like expecting greyhounds to ignore a scampering lure... The point is,
concentration allows suppliers and buyers to capture more than their fare share of the farmgate
dollar. Decapitalization, as immutable as the rules governing the permeability of cell membranes,
draws capital from one sector to another in the market chain based on relative levels of concentration
of market power.
Note the correlation between sharply higher input prices and sharply higher sector concentration.
Note the correlation between sharply reduced raw commodity prices and sharply concentrated buying
sector. Note the correlation between concentration in the farm supply and processing sector and the
shrinking margins/increasing debt of Canada's farm sector.
Note the unprecedented apathy of Canada's politicians to the unprecedented crisis in Canadian
farming.
Explaining this dilemma to Alcides Lopez Labrada as we passed over the tranquil agricultural
patchwork some 30,000 feet below, I felt profoundly disempowered. As an Agrologist, my mandate
is to protect and enhance the capability of Canadian farmers through good public policy. Having
spent a number of years serving my professional community (former President of the BC Institute of

Agrologists, Director of the Agricultural Institute of Canada), I know many of my peers share this
sense of helplessness.
The Cubans put it quite simply: a country that does not respect its farmers cannot survive. How can
we communicate this simple message to our simple politicians before it is too late? Because we have
moved dangerously close to the brink. You may be able to take a logger and retrain them to work in
the service industry, but you cannot take a shop clerk and train them to farm.
Once we lose our farmers, once those who have tended the land to produce food for Canadians pick
up their cheques from the auctioneer, pay off the banks and move to the suburbs, there will be no
recalling them. And no replacing them.
A big picture worthy of explanation to those who eat, and those who purport to represent them.

